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One little, two little, three little babies.
Four little, five little, six little babies.
Seven little, eight little, nine little babies.
Ten little babies with FASD!
First little baby has every symptom.
Has a diagnosis, got into the system.
Qualifies for services and good intervention.
Lucky little baby with FASD!
Second little baby is taken from her Mommy.
Who also has undiagnosed FASD.
She cannot care for her fussy little Baby.
Foster care baby with FASD!
Third little baby is staying at his Grandma’s.
Jail is home for his daddy and his mama.
Nobody sees that the baby is from a
Seventh generation of FASD!
Fourth little baby is from the reservation.
Has a heart defect that needs an operation.
Will cost a million dollars before he is age ten.
Broken hearted baby with FASD!
Fifth little baby has a mom who’s intelligent.
Went to school, got a job, totally independent.
Never knew that she would ever get pregnant.
Surprise! She has a baby with FASD!

Sixth little baby was born looking healthy.
Doesn’t have a sign of any disability.
Trouble lies ahead with invisibility.
Baby has a hidden form of FASD!
Seventh little baby is fragile and tiny.
Can’t sleep, can’t eat, constantly whiny.
Someone’s going to hit her too hard on her hiney.
Another CPS baby with FASD!
Eighth little baby’s Mom said she didn’t have any
Alcohol during her entire pregnancy.
But we know half of all pregnancies are probably
At risk of alcohol and FASD!
Ninth little baby is sweet and affectionate.
Hugging and touching will become inappropriate.
Victim and offender the court will adjudicate
This innocent baby with FASD!
Tenth little baby is headed for trouble
Unless we can put her in a protective bubble
A circle of support is certainly affordable.
Let’s save this precious baby with FASD!
Every little baby in our state should be
Like the little ba-by who is born free
Of the effects of alcohol if we
Keep raising awareness about FASD
Note: The accent for the downbeat syllable is marked with the underline. Feel free to use these
lyrics to raise awareness about FASD. Reference the source web site: www.babybornfree.com
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